5 pages are due twice each marking period.
Create a clear indicator where the marking period starts. Make a small indicator in the corner
MP3a
Fill each page with a successful design covering all white spaces. Points will be deducted for black and
white underdeveloped pages
Include a 2-page HAND WRITTEN artist study in complete sentences on one of the listed artists.
Choose one:

Gustave Caillebotte
Zinaida Serebriakova
Chang Dai-chien
Berthe Morisot
Included in the artist studies
PAGE ONE – a SOLID biographical paragraph, based off of the artist history or artist statement describing
their work.
PAGE TWO – three computer print outs showing the work of the artist
Your critique of each piece (at least three sentences) Tell me what YOU think!

One giveaway page + two artist study pages + 2 pages anything you want = 5 pages
*Do not include full pages pasted in your journal from other sketchbooks!

The total 5 pages for MP 3 part 1 are due!

February 19th

What to do...

4 full credit

3

2

Score!

3 fully finished pages
with the
design/drawing of
your choice [with the
other 2 pages = 5
pages total]

Fully covered white
space – drawing
appears to be a
completed thought
= 10 points per
page

Pages done in
black and white
without any
shading and lots
of white space =
Only 5 points per
page
Written in bullet
points = 5 points
only

A few random
marks on a page
= Only 3 points
per page

30 points

Full paragraph in
1 page artist study
biography/statement complete sentences

Hand written

Pencil, pen, or
marker – chicken
scratch writing?
Bring it!

Artist study print
outs

All three -color
please! = 10
points
3 sentences per
work = 10 points
Fully covered and
interesting

Show me a specific
webpage address
where you got your
info.
Write MP3a in a
small corner, post it
tab, behind a page –
or make a full page
design
A fully covered page
of your creation for
your favorite Deep
Run staff – Don’t
forget the printout
in your sketchbook.

Artist study critique
Interesting
background that
relates to the work
of the artist
Works Cited

Small indicator
where you started
the 5 pages
Giveaway page

Total expertise =

10 points

Printed from a
word document
= no credit

5 points

2 or less = 5
points

Nada = no credit

10 points

2 sentences?
Okay, 5 points.
One single color
background = 5
points only

One sentence or
less = 3 points

10 points

Random web
address somewhat
related. 5 points if
you’re lucky
Maybe you have a
blank page in front
of your 5 pages…
and maybe you get
just 5 points.

“Google.com” =
no credit
“Wikipedia.com”
= no credit
No indication
where to start =
no credit

10 points

You did the
giveaway page,
but you didn’t
glue a printout in
your sketchbook
= 5 points
One day late = 10
points off

You started the
giveaway page,
but never
finished it. = 3
points

10 points

Two days late =
20 points off

100 points
total
Your Score

10 points

5 points

*Points for late sketchbooks will be deducted PER SCHOOL DAY, not per Art 2 class period.

